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Third. That the river terraces and the valleys, which they line, were
formed after the drainage system had been re-established by withdrawal of

the water to a level below that at which the streams had previously flowed.

It will be seen that the last conclusion leads to one of wider application.

So long time had elapsed between the beginning of this drainage and the

coming of the great flood, that deepening of the water-ways bad become
not more rapid than the general wasting of the adjacent country ; for we
find comparatively gentle slopes down to the line of the highest river ter-

race. But after the drainage had been re-established, the rate of flow must

have been more rapid than before, so as to increase the corrasive power of

the streams to far beyond what it had been, for in the newer parts of the

valleys the sides are abrupt. There must, therefore, have been a change

of altitude with respect to tide-level, to lead to this increased rate of flow

and the consequent increased speed with which the channel-ways were

deepened.

It would appear then, that, after the submergence following the glacial

period, the continent rose to a greater height than it bad before the sub-

mergence, or that the ocean was drawn off to a lower level than before
;

the result in either case being the same—to depress the mouths of the

great rivers, to increase the fall of the streams, and therefore to cause the

deepening of the channel-ways.

The Philosophy of the Biblical Accotint of Creation.

By Aug. R. Orote, A. M.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, September 19, 1879.)

Mr. Grote introduced his subject with a list of works winch he bad con-

sulted, by the following authors: Keil, Kucnen, Colcnso, Bleek, Sharpe,

Haverick, Geig'T, (Joldziher, Geo. Smith, Delit/.sch. Cory, II. ('. Ruwlin-

son, Geo. Rawlinson, Von Herder, Arnold. Spiegel, Simrock, Max Midler,

and Prof Adolf Duschak.

He then gare in brief the historical distribution of the Shemitic languages

and their literary remains ; following this with the Hebrew text (in En-

glish letters) of the first two Chapters Of Genesis, and in opposite columns

his own translation, with that of the authorized English version in paren-

thesis, thu

Vayyomer Elohim Vishr't/.u And Blobtm (God) said: Let

haininayini sheret/. nefe-h chavyah the waters abound with (bring forth

: ;ilh:i :iret/.. al p'nay rakee- abundantly) creeping (the moving)

ah ha-hainayiin.* civ ituiv living (that hath life) ami

fowl shall My (that may fly) above

the earth in the face (in the open)

of tli firmament) of hea-

ven.
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And to this verse he drew special attention, subsequently, as showing

that in the Elohistic Genesis the fowls were described as created out of

the waters ; whereas In the Jehovistic Genesis (2 : 19) it is said :

Vayyitzer Yahveh Elohim min And out of the ground Yahveh

ha-Adamah kol chayyath hassadaih Elohim (the Lord God) formed every

v'aith kol of kashshamayim vayyab- beast of the field and every fowl of

hai el ha-adam, &c. the heaven (air) and brought (them)

before the man (unto Adam), fto.

The "literary criticism" with which the author follows these chapters

discusses the evident distinctness of the two narratives.

"They differ in almost every particular, in the arrangement, in the

facts, in the name of the Deitv, in their object, and lastly, in the language

used. The different arrangements of the two accounts need hardly be

pointed out.

"In the first account we have an orderly progression, a subdivision of

the whole drama into acts. After each act, occupying a day, the curtain

drops; the work must have been done in the night, as the day begins with

the evening, although we are somewhat puzzled to understand how the

author could have imagined 'evening and morning ' before the creation of

the sun.

"The second account, on the other hand, beginning Oh. II, 4, has no

division of time at all, nor is there an orderly subdivision of events ; all

events are only told with reference to one central fact, the creation of

man. A comparison of the facts narrated in each shows the following

differences :

"The first account begins with Chaos, as in the Greek Cosmogony, the

first differentiation being between light and darkness on the first day.

The second day brings about the division between heaven and earth. On
the third, land appears.

"The second account opens with the earth as a dry arid plain without

vegetation and animal life.

" In the first account the earth is made to produce the herbs bearing

seed and the trees bearing fruit with seed, independently of rain and human
interference.

"In the second account the herb of the field does not grow until it has

rained and man has tilled the ground, though we are not told whence he

obtained the seed to plant, nor how the uncultivated plants originated.

Man, however, appears firtt on the ground, while in the first account he

is the last object of creation. In this act itself a variety of divergencies

may be noted.

" In the first account man is made in the image of Elohim, in the second

no mention is made of his "god-likeness," on the contrary we find that it

Avas quite against the w ill of the Deity that he should become so. And after

he had become so by the advice of the serpent and the curiosity of Eve, he
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is driven from the Garden of Eden for, says Yahveh Elohim (Ch. Ill, 22),

'Behold the man lias become like one of us to know good and evil," ex-

actly as the serpent had foretold in the same chapter (verse 5) :
" for Elo-

him knows that on the day of your eating therefrom, your eyes will he

opened and you will be like Elohim knowing good and evil.

"In Chap. II, 27, man is created, male and female.

"In the second account woman appears only after a surgical operation.

"In the first account the birds appear on the fifth day, the wild beast

and domesticate/! cattle at the beginning of the sixth day, after which fol-

lows the creation of man, male and female.

"In the second account. Adam is first made alone, in a manner to which
we find no reference in the first account. Then the ' beast of the field and

the fowls of the Heaven' are made by Yahveh Elohim from the ground

before woman is created. .Mark also, that first beasts and then fowls are

made by Yahveh Elohim himself, out of the ground, in the same way as

.Man : but in the first account the fowls are produced, at command on the

fifth day, out ottht /ruler, and beast and cattle are] brought forth by the

earth on the sixth day.

"The first account knows nothing of the Garden of Eden, of the four

of forbidden fruit, of the naming process and of matrimony.

" The second does not mention the creation of heavenly bodies, of the

foheti and ' whales,' and of creeping things. It knows nothing of 'festive

seasons' and of the Sabbath.

•• In the first account Man is given unlimited control over the whole

earth and all animal creation; in the second he is simply the gardener of

Eden."

11 next dklCWUCB the difference between Elohim and Yahveh Klohim

as names for the Creator, and infers that the first account was penned by

an Kphraimitc, anil the s cond by a Levite, who omitted mention of the

Sabbath because the Levltio tendency was to refer all festivals to the Exo-

dus, the Sabbath Included (see Dent.:): 15); whereas the Elohistic Sab-

bath was an adaptation from the planetary (Saturn) worship of pre-Levltlc

time-. "The Hebrews were undoubtedly Zabeana in the early stages of

their development; In evidence of which we have the word 8habbah
%

to

m. 1'roin 8A ren ; i. <•.. swearing meant to call the seven stars

ids to witness. Ws find A>moi (5; '-'•'») reproaching thera with worship

ot sr« in."

I in- Yah\i»i'- account has a dill'eienl object in view. When it was

Bitted to writing the priestly dominion must have been already very

pronounced." "We hear Yahveh declare {9 S) that the wickedness of

tit i i
I

..ii tin- ciilh, and the in-tinet of the Imaginations of his

heart was only SVll day by day " "( ain and Abel bring saci'ili. . I

"In thi' b t"i\ of N'n.ih WS find the distinction Of Cleatl and unclean

..I ' 1. 1 phi ci I notices (\ 10, II; we may bun that the t radc
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with India, opened by Solomon (1015, 975 B. C). must have settled down
to staple articles." " Considerable time elapsed from the first partner-

ship of Solomon witb Hiram, before India became well known and its gold

proverbial." "The Eupbrates was tbe chief river since the main

troubles of tbe Israelites originated thence."

Tbe author then gave a chapter on tbe "Testimony of Archaeology,

"

describing tbe Assyrian tablets of the Genesis, Deluge, &c, and laid special

stress on the occurrence of tbe deity 11 in tbe Chaldean Pantheon, "stand-

ing at its head, the fountain and origin of deity, equivalent to the Hebrew

El, Eloah, with its plural Elohim, and of the Arabic AUah."

"The word used in the' Hebrew text of Genesis, and translated Cod, is

Elohim, a plural, but the verbs and pronouns agreeing witb it are all in

the singular, excepting in the account of the sixth day. The twenty sixth

verse of the first chapter <>f Genesis reads, ' And Elohim said
: Let us make

man in our image, after our likeness.' The twenty seventh verse again

returns to the singular by beginning, ' So Elohim created the man in his

own image, in the Image of Elohim created be him.' We see then the

noun signifying the Deity is plural, but conceived as a unit in its creative

] lower.

"And now let us look at the first verse of tbe account of the fourth day

and the fifth Chaldean tablet quoted above in full. 'It was delightful all

that was fixed by the Great Gods (Illinu, Hebrew Elohim) stars their ap-

pearance in figures of animals B« arranged.' Exactly as in the Hebrew
text, the noun is in the plural and the pronoun and verb in tbe singular,

and this is kept up throughout the whole account. Thus, under the test

of the linguistic crucible, this difference also gives way and the identity of

the Hebrew and Chaldean accounts, not only in their incidents, but even

in their fundamental mythological notions must be accepted as proven."

He then discussed the probable date of the Chaldean originals of tbe

Assyrian tablet stories, and "the conclusions. ... reached may be tbus

briefly Stated : The legends having existed for a long time as oral tradi-

tions, were committed to writing before the union of the kingdoms or

before 3284 B, C, when Abraham, according to Biblical chronology, was

not yet born. The earliest date assigned to the composition of the Biblical

records is tbe time of .Moses
;

this date is positively established through

bieroglvphical inscriptions to be that of the king Menephthah, the Pharaoh

Of the Exodus, who followed his father Kameses II. on tbe throne in the

year 1248 B. C According to this the Chaldean account of Genesis would

be nearly 1000 years older than the composition of the Biblical legends."

After giving "parallel myths" from other races and nations, the author

concluded his paper with "The testimony of facts."

"At the outset it will be seen to be foreign to our purpose to introduce

here any evidence in proof of the reality of the process of Evolution. But

the existing evidence that things have been brought to their present con-

dition by a slow process of succession, in which the more simple forms pre-
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ceded the more complex, is unanimously conceded by all who have investi-

gated any branch of natural science, and effectually contradicts the sudden

and separate origin of things deducihle from the account in Genesis. With

this, it will he sufficient if we point out in a hrief way the facts discovered

by science which contradict the account of creation in Genesis, whether

we accept the sequence of plants and animals revealed by a study of fossils

and living kinds, as indicating a genetic connection, or us being insufficient

grounds for such a conception.

"From internal evidence, Genesis is not homogeneous in its composition,

hs we have already seen. An originally detached portion having a different

immediate source, terminates with the third verse of the second chapter,

and it is quite evident that in dividing the text into chapters a mistake

has been committed in this instance ; the second chapter should begin, if

an arbitrary division into chapters is intended to help the comprehension

of the text, at its fourth verse. That these two accounts contradict each

other is plain. The first account affirms that when God created man,

'male and female created he them.' The second account as positively

declares that man was created in the person of Adam as one sex and soli-

tary. Finding that such a creation was incomplete and useless, the Deity

made woman not out of the ground or dust, but of a bone of man himself.

At one time one can readily conceive that such a belief could be seriously

entertained when we read the accounts given by existing savages of their

own origin. But it never for one moment occurs to us to credit such con-

ceptions. The idealists have been busy with this account of the origin of

woman. It is taken as symbolical of the marriage state, of t lie dependence

of woman upon man, ' bone of his bone, flesh of his tlcsh.' But to the

uncultured races their fairy-stories are real, they believe them as Roman
Catholics believe modern miracles and Protestants ancient miracles.

Among the people who originated this fairy-tale of the origin of the first

pair, the Story passed tor circumstantial fact. It satisfied their natural

enquiry as to the origin of things, and it arose out of their mental status.

Hut to ask us, who have gone beyond their mental condition, to still accept

it as true, is unreasonable, and it is quite impossible that we should comply

with such a req.1

"In the second account the events of creation are given in a different

Ofdei from the fust, and this account is throughout more circumstantial.

Tin- Garden ol' ESden U described, and this has been lately identified with

the mythological center of the ancient Chaldean Pantheon. Before both

nt~ were Oail in their present fossil condition in the Hebrew Bible,

probably had a connection, as we have seen in a preceding chapter,

and had Undergone a development in which both had lost sometbin

their original form, the first account more, the last less.

i
.

• kcoount in the first chapter of < ienosii may be now compared

ascertained by science. We must believe that, the text.

hIioiiM be Understood literally when il ipeakl Of •day' and 'night,
1

became- with th v lth the context, Prom the alternation
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of light and darkness sprang 'day' and 'night,' and 'the evening and

morning were one day.' To take these days as indefinite periods is a proof

of want of exact thought, it is an effort to reconcile an exploded statement

with the new facts, rather than cut loose at once from demonstrated error.

The Hebrew word Yomnot only means a day of twenty-four hours, hut it

expressly means day in this connection.

"But even granted that we take the less natural meaning of the word

'day 'as the proper rendering, and that by tins word 'day' any con-

ceivable measurement of time is intended, it is only on the fourth of these

days that the Sun appears. Astronomy, if it shows anything, proves that

the satellites of a central orb, as separate masses of matter, must have been

projected from it and at one time formed a part of such a body. The rela-

tion between the earth and the sun, as we gather it from astronomical

sources, is a different one from that intended by the account in Genesis.

"We cannot conceive that the sun or the moon were created for the benefit

of the earth or its inhabitants. Night and day are not necessities in the

sense that we could not have become accustomed to some other division

of times, for darkness and light, as tsdeed the Eskimo now are. Our organs

of vision have plainly adapted themselves to the light which evidently

existed before eyes were developed. And as to the succession we find that

the earth is the child of the sun and the parent of the moon. But, that such

a succession was comprehended by the writer of Genesis cannot be main-

tained. He undoubtedly believed that the sun and the moon were created

for the benefit of the earth, which he did not know was round and a satel-

lite, but imagined as flat and the center of the system. Li ;ht is also con-

ceived of as Independent of the sun. Plants bearing "seed and fruit after

their kind,' are regarded as being created before the sun, whose rays, the

physiological botanist now shows, alone give them health and vigor.

Again, whole groups of animals of whose remains mountains are made,

such as corals and rhizopods, are omitted from the account. Such an

omission, if it tallied with the restricted knowledge of the times in which

such an account was believed, proves conclusively that the account was

not extraneous, or in any way above the level of ancient civilization. And
undoubtedly it does so tally, and the most powerful argument against

Genesis, for those accessible to reason, lies in the fact that it contains no

information superior to a very low grade of observation in natural history.

Later on, in the magnified and equally improbable story of Noah's ark, we
find no mention of the rescue of the plants or how they stood the flood.

At that time it was simply not known that plants breathed like animals

and would drown as well as they.

"The records of the rocks tell us unmistakably that plants and animals have

flourished through untold ages side by side, new forms succeeding old ones.

But in Genesis, the creation of trees and shrubs took place in a period

perfectly distinct from animals. The paleontologist must, then, reject the

account of Genesis as perfectly incredible. Again the distinction between

the ' beast of the earth after his kind and cattle after their kind, ' shows
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a belief that domestic animals were created in a state of domestication.

The Hebrew word b'htmalt means cattle, i. e., domesticated animals, in

contradistinction to wild animals. The other term chayah means Wild

beasts, in contradistinction to tame animals. The use of both terms shows

that both kinds were believed to have been created 'alter their kind,'

and as distinct species. There is nothing contradictory in the conclusion

that the statement was at one time believed in, because Bavage man still

believes in parallel assertions, and this particular belief was generally

current in Europe before naturalists had shown its contrary to be true,

and that all domestic animals were originally wild and by man's selec-

tion have been changed from their original physical condition. A \

table diet is also assigned at first to beasts and man, but the physiologist

knows that carnivorous animals have always existed and that the instincts

of animals are true to their teeth.

"The story of Genesis takes no account of the different races of man-

kind nor of prehistoric man. Its chronology is recent and special. All

attempts to consider it as merely omitting to mention these facts, which it

could as well have given, must be rejected as defective reasoning If it

could go so far as to note the creation of Cultivated races of beasts, such as

cattle, it should not have failed to note the more important races of man-
kind. The character of the fauna of the country in which the myth
originated is stamped on the face of the recital. All attempts to consider

it as the true Genesis of the white, or Semitic and Aryan races, and there-

fore as reliable to this extent, must likewise fail. The history of the

descenl Of man is no*, yet written, but, so far as we have the tacts, they

make for the view that the negro is a geographical variety, thrown off from

an ancient stock of mankind, and therefore not an older stem through

which mankind has passed to become white.

"Finally, at no time can it be true to say that ' thus the heavens and

earth were finished and all the hosts of them." Change in all nature is

the well attested truth, and this change has never relaxed its endless pro-

II.

"Unessential as much of the scientific criticism directed against Un-

ethical portions of the Scripture is seen to he, such criticism must lie appro-

priate when directed against a portion which deals almost exclusively with

statements of (acta,

The Gods of the two accounts in Genesis expressed by nouns plural in

form mark a reminiscence of a preceding plurality of deities and are plainly

not coincident wiiii our modern conception of the Deity. The notions of

the Bible* liter- a I K hi I God ire not the same as the notions Of the Israelites

daring the times of which the Bible writers treat. And our notions about

ih. ise <>f the Bible writers, There lias been on

the on.' huel a grOWtfa in the direclion of a recognition of an universal

•in' ti was tribal and national; and on the other hand

in the direction ofa rucognltii f our (iod, the

filial I the minor deities into himself.
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This last change runs parallel with our progress in science and philosophy.

Wehave gradually conic to the knowledge that the laws which govern

Nature are related and correlated and it is now no longer necessary to have

a separate Gtod tor each phenomenon. But our Gods were those of the

Aryan nations, Greek and Roman, Indian and Scandinavian, and th

nations were behind the Semitic in the expression of monotheism. In fact

we came hy our present and popular monotheism suddenly through

Judaism in its form of Christianity ; while the monotheism of the Hebrews

was not fully expressed until the eighth century before Christ. Ho&C

has been abundantly shown, was not a monotheist. In the ten command-

ments, which in their ideas are certainly his, we find the expression, " Ye

shall have no other Gods before me (Vahveh)." This carries the force of

an acknowledgment that after Vahveh, and as of inferior rank and power,

other Gods mighl he worshiped. The monotheism of the Israelites is more

especially a development on the side of morality. Vahveh is the High

and Holy One; a broken and contrite heart He, will not despise! By

giving Yahveh the character of supremacy the Aral steps towards a pure

monotheism were slowlv established ; and the straight line of the best con-

duct being recognized, it was easier to reach monotheism by this route

than by an Intellectual acquaintance with the forces of Nature, upon winch

the Indo-European mind, before its contact with Judaism, principally con-

centrated its powers. Hut in the mythology of Aryan nations a pn.

towards monotheism can be shown ; only the Aryan idea is more abstract

and intellectual, the Semitic concrete and moral. As soon, therefore, as

Judaism was offered as the true religion for Aryan nations, it was only ac-

cepted in its dilution of Trinitarianism. It is now the province of science

to demonstrate from the intellectual side the truth of the monotheistic

philosophy. Hut, undoubtedly, the prime error of the orthodox Biblical

expounders, as also the error of the Bible writers themselves, is the

measuring of past epochs by present conditions.

"In the Biblical story of creation we have to do with a myth, which had

undergone many changes before Genesis was written. Since that time and

when the latter could no longer change, many differing conceptions of the

origin of things hive found their orthodoxy in a play niton the meaning of

the words and a distortion of their original intent. A lax wording, a

shorter and more general statement, a monotheistic conception, gives an

elasticity to the story of Genesis and a certain adaptive ness to later dis-

coveries; hut in its treatment of the heavens and the heavenly bodies, in

the little hit of the earth on which its miracles are performed, it is still

akin to the notions of the Homeric ages with regard to the Universe."


